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Speaking Out

A Day at the Legislature
NCLM President and Zebulon Mayor Bob Matheny

O

ne of the truly interesting
aspects of being in a leadership
position at the League is getting
the opportunity to see the advocacy staff
in action. Participating in Town Hall
Day or a lobby day, or being involved in
a legislative policy committee, you get
to see bits and pieces of that action. It’s
even more interesting – and sometimes
frustrating – when you have the chance
to work with staff during a full and
regular legislative day.
In mid-April, I enjoyed such an
opportunity, as I came to the Legislative
Building to speak on behalf of the
League on a couple of important issues
for municipalities – impact fees and
billboard oversight.
As the House Finance Committee
took up legislation that would eliminate
all local impact fees – typically charged
to developers to help pay for additional
water and wastewater treatment
capacity – I stood ready to speak
before committee members. Prepped
by the League’s Associate Director of
Government and Public Affairs, Rose
Williams, I never got the chance. The
debate went quickly, and I nor anyone
else was called to speak, although I do
like to think our time was not wasted
and that our presence was helpful.
That is the way the General Assembly

works sometimes. Fortunately, for
League members, in this case, the
debate still went well. The bill was
amended to instead become a study of
impact fees, and eventually moved on to
the Senate in that form.
But that wasn’t the only big issue
affecting municipalities before a
House committee that day. A couple of
hours later, I was back in a committee
room, this time to speak on two bills
that would restrict local oversight of
billboards and drastically increase costs
for taxpayers when they are condemned
for road widening and other public
projects. With input from staff, I was
able to make the point of how the
legislation would negatively affect
League members broadly, and also
discuss how, in Zebulon, we work with
business owners on such issues to try to
represent the interests of all involved.
With a close vote, the bills received
the committee’s OK on that day. But our
efforts – your contacts with legislators
to let them know of your opposition
and the work of League advocacy,
communications and grassroots staff –
eventually paid off. The two bills were
ultimately pulled from the House floor
calendar because of the real possibility
that they could fail, with plans for
negotiations on less onerous proposals
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going forward.
We all see the efforts by the League’s
staff on these fronts when receiving
communications like the League’s
weekly Legislative Bulletin or emailed
Action Alerts, with direct talking
points urging contact with legislators
on issues of crucial importance to
municipalities. There is little doubt that
your responsiveness to those calls for
action are the most critical part of the
successes that occur in the Legislative
Building.
What we don’t always see – but what
I saw that day – is how Rose works
with the League’s other two lobbyists,
Erin Wynia and Sarah Collins, and
how all three coordinate with the
communications and grassroots
staff to make these advocacy efforts
work. That coordination allows
for communications – whether to
legislators, League members or the
media – which effectively convey and
make our case.
It’s a delicate balancing act working
with and sometimes against legislators.
We may not always see the results
we want, and the political landscape
may be difficult. But it is good to see
up close the League performing that
balancing act and providing the needed
coordination, and doing it all well. SC

Jacksonville Downtown Open
for New Residents and Business
In each edition, Southern City will regularly feature one of the local stories uploaded
by member municipalities to HereWeGrowNC.org as a part of the League’s campaign
promoting investments by cities and towns that aid economic growth. To learn how
your local story can be featured, go to HereWeGrowNC.org.

B

oomtown is both one of the
few downtown two-story
stores and a descriptor of how
Jacksonville exploded after the 1940
announcement that Marine Corps
Base Camp Lejeune would be built
here.
Christmas Parades and troops
marched in front of Boomtown
Furniture Store, and in front of empty
buildings made less attractive to
businesses as shopping centers and
a mall drew shopping away from
downtown. The City of Jacksonville
has now worked with many partners
to create an excitement about living

downtown and about doing business
downtown.
Community Development funds
have helped to build new homes
downtown where a landscaped and
well-kept park serves as a draw. The
City’s Clean & Green initiative has
also beautified and protected the
environment.
New enhancements to the
streetscape are being evaluated
and a $3.4 million Sturgeon City
Environmental and Education Center
will tell the story of how Jacksonville
restored the previously degraded New
River.

Fueled by a collaborative Downtown
Study Group of City and County
leaders, Onslow County has invested
in a $20 million Consolidated Human
Services building, a $16 million
Courthouse expansion project and
invested heavily in Jacksonville
Landing which now attracts boaters
and fishermen to the river. City
enhancements to a NCDOT bridge
set a design standard for welcoming
residents and visitors to the downtown.
Well served by Jacksonville Transit,
parking is still a concern. The City and
the County have partnered on several
ventures and have reserved space for
a future parking deck. One of those
spaces is near the City’s $23 million
Center for Public Safety, combining
fire and police services.
The City-County partnership is also
evaluating the future of waterfront
land for potential development or
recreational use. A similar partnership
with the Onslow Council for the
Arts has created the opportunities
for murals to help tell the story of the
community.
Jacksonville’s is now ready for new
residents and opportunities. SC
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Cover Story

At

HOME in an

UNEXPECTED
PLACE
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

I

f you told the mid 1990s-era Liz Johnson she’d be a great fit for
public office, she would have laughed.
“I never had any intention of running for office,” she said,

laughing even today about it, after having served the better part of two
decades on the Morrisville Town Council. “It was never on my radar.
Not at all. But it’s funny how things lead you to the place you’re in.”
That path wound through a lot of
geography. The daughter of a scholar who
possessed more than one master’s degree
as well as a doctorate, Johnson’s early days
involved move after move to college town after
college town West to East. Washington state,
Illinois, West Virginia, and on. As a little girl
she saw more of America than many adults.
But it wasn’t just American perspective
shaping her. Her father the scholar, Thomas
Birney, was a foreign language teacher, fluent
in German, French and Chinese. Johnson said
he even started a Chinese language program in
a middle and high school district in New York
– in the 1980s, when such education was not at
all common. Birney had to fight for it. And it’s
still in place today.
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“He was a smart man,” said Johnson.
“He loved different cultures and traditions.
Very compassionate, very open and very
welcoming.”
People from all over the world, in town on
various college-related business, would stay
at the Birney residence – again, introducing
Johnson to far more diversity than most of her
peers experienced.
“I’m talking about growing up in the ‘60s,
the ‘70s, when people didn’t travel like we do
today,” she said. “Even when I went to college,
we didn’t go abroad for a semester. That was
not what we all did back then.”
With so many unfamiliar backgrounds and
dialects circling her youth, she had to find any
frame of reference to work with when it came

Planning and zoning was Morrisville Council Member Liz Johnson’s official entry into local government leadership. Photo courtesy of Liz Johnson

to connecting. Recalling a visitor from
China who spoke very little English, she
said, “Clearly, you learn to communicate
in many other ways. It was a great way
to grow up.”
Direct link or not, Johnson grew to
learn a language that, per the times,
wasn’t yet popular with many young
women: math. She’d developed a clear
agility and her own social navigation
system, went into a male-dominated
field replete with physics and chemistry
courses – “It was very rare that there
was a woman in the class,” she said
– and was set for a career later as a
programmer with IBM, ultimately in a
marketing branch in Syracuse, N.Y.

At the time, Syracuse seemed like it
was thriving. “And in marketing, you
kind of have your ear to the ground
and you know what’s going on, as far as
economic development and growth in
the area,” she noted. But things turned
as manufacturing jobs left. Employers
were leaving, buildings were vacated,
and nothing was stepping in to replace
them.
“Quality of life is anybody’s definition,
but you could see a difference,” she said.
“And you could see a difference in tax
rate,” upward to support municipal
services amid a shrinking property tax
base.
And that was probably Johnson’s first

nudge toward public office.
“The growth wasn’t there, and so tax
rates went up all the time,” she said.
“I even remember fighting – I did it
two years in a row – fighting the tax
increase. Going through the books and
spelling everything out and putting my
argument together (for city officials)
and then was like, denied,” she recalled
with laughter.
She left Syracuse in 1997 when her
husband, Kevin, who also worked with
IBM (and still does), got a southbound
transfer to the Triangle. By that time,
Johnson had left the company and had
planned to focus on settling their two
young daughters into school life, with
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“ This was not on my

radar. Not anything
I ever had as a goal
in life. But, I just,
you know when
you’re in the right
place at the right
time and you say,
you know, ‘I need to

Photos courtesy of Liz Johnson

the intention of returning to IBM when
that was satisfied.
But she was also overwhelmed by
Morrisville’s early impressions on her.
It was a knockout. She quickly fell in
love with this town of, then, about 2,000
people.
“I loved my neighborhood, I loved
the fact that Morrisville had an aquatics
center, with a pool,” she said excitedly. “I
was like, wow, how could this town do
this?”
Not only that, but the aquatics
center was walking-distance from her
neighborhood Closer still was a park
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help here. If it really
is that important to
me, then I need to
step up.’

“

Above and right: Council
Member Johnson has
seen investments and
good use of resources
transform Morrisville
over the past decade.
Transportation and
connectivity solutions are
among her priorities.

Morrisville
Council Member
Liz Johnson

with a playground where she could take
her daughters.
“I thought, this is a fabulous place,”
she said.
But she also knew the population
wasn’t bound to stay a quaint 2,000.
(Indeed, it’s now driving toward 25,000.)
And she was pretty concerned about
that. Because, once Johnson started
looking into it, she learned there wasn’t
much long-term planning in place.
Without that, what was to come of this

fabulous town she’d moved to? She was
reading the newspaper daily, she started
attending meetings, and she began to
“make noise.”
And then it came, in the summer of
‘98: someone told her she should apply
for an alternate opening on the planning
and zoning board – a great fit that didn’t
last long. Because just a year later, she
won election to the town council.
“This was not on my radar,” she
insisted with a smile. “Not anything I
ever had as a goal in life. But, I just, you
know when you’re in the right place at
the right time and you say, you know,
‘I need to help here. If it really is that
important to me, then I need to step
up.’”
It came with a lot of encouragement
from residents, who elected her over
a two-term incumbent and another
well-known challenger. She recalled
her surprise, having been in town just a
couple years at that point – and having
migrated from the Northeast, no less.
She won the majority of the vote.
Long-term planning to soften
transportation concerns in this furiously
growing area, and planning for the
kinds of amenities that draw new
residents and businesses – like that
aquatics center and neighborhood park
– were her quick focuses.
“We had that one park when we
moved here. Now we have over 200
acres of parkland that we didn’t have.
We have well over 12 miles of greenway
now, and we’re getting ready to double
that,” said Johnson.
Adding all of the intensive work to
give downtown extra vibrancy and
planning toward things like commuter
rail, among other major initiatives

necessitated by and for growth,
Johnson is thrilled with what she sees in
Morrisville today.
But she doesn’t think of her town in a
vacuum.
Even when she’s on vacation, she
said she’s taking notes on layouts and
sidewalks and street design and so forth
– anything she can learn from to bring
back home. For the same reason and
more, she sees importance in working
regionally, with partners outside of
town.
“What we do in Morrisville doesn’t
just affect Morrisville,” said Johnson.

“And what everybody around us does
clearly affects us, greatly. It’s incredibly
important for us to be not only at the
table, but at every table and every issue
and every discussion.”
Fighting for it, just like her father
did with the foreign language program
still thriving today in New York. Even
though she never saw herself in public
office. Or landing in a town known far
and away as one of the most diverse
areas of North Carolina, coming full
circle with her past. To repeat Johnson:
“…it’s funny how things lead you to the
place you’re in.” SC

Local Government Services
Comprehensive/Land Use Planning
Zoning Ordinance Re-Writes/Updates
Sign & Nuisance Ordinances
Codification Services
Code Administration/Enforcement
Interim Town Administration & Management

313 South Main Street, Suite 110
Kannapolis, NC 28081
(704) 933-0772
www.nfocusplanning.org
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W

hen the Town of
Morrisville rolled out its
new marketing brand last
year – “Live Connected. Live Well.” – it
wasn’t just a nod to the community’s
prosperous tech sector.
And when the National League of
Cities (NLC) presented Morrisville
with a first-place honor at its City
Cultural Diversity Awards in March, it
wasn’t only about the array of faces in
Morrisville’s limits.
Both ultimately reflected the
community’s global connections and

the world of possibilities they present, as
well as the potential for other towns of
the same spirit, observers say.
“It’s so amazing that we won the
Cultural Diversity Award, but what’s
happening in Morrisville, I think, is
much larger than what’s just happening
in one community, one city,” said
Steve Rao, the town’s mayor pro tem.
“It’s what works when you embrace
diversity.”
Demographically, Morrisville stands
out among North Carolina’s cities. Of
its 23,000 residents, nearly 40 percent

are of Asian descent, the vast majority
of them Asian Indians who’ve found
community and fellowship with
other cultures there. And the town
doesn’t mess around when it comes to
celebrating that diversity.
Take the annual East Meets West
Festival, a pancultural gathering of
food, music, arts and other interests in
Morrisville, sponsored in part by local
government. Rao, the son of Indian
immigrants and host of a radio show
examining communities and leadership,
said the mashup essentially diffuses

MORRISVILLE
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate
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The East Meets West Festival in Morrisville
(preceding page and right) is a celebration
of all cultures and experiences.

Photo credit: Morrisville Chamber of Commerce

cultural differences for everyone
there in favor of fundamental human
connection.
“This is what diversity does,” Rao
said. “It gets people talking to each
other.”
So what’s created such a strong
tie between India and Morrisville

SHOWS ‘WHAT WORKS WHEN
YOU EMBRACE DIVERSITY’
or its surrounding area? A Triangle
Business Journal piece from 2013
links Morrisville’s proximity to
Research Triangle Park and the
abundance of jobs in the fields of tech,
medicine, engineering or research
and development with multinational
companies. Morrisville itself is home
to Lenovo’s world headquarters. (The
economic development edge for a
global community is yet another
conversation, examined further in Sister
Cities Connect with Other Cultures,
and Better Understand Their Own, pp
26-29). As Indian culture has grown
in Morrisville with familiar-to-home
restaurants, retail, entertainment and
places of worship, it’s simply become a
welcoming environment.
The East Meets West Festival
serves to show that this welcoming

environment extends to all, which is
why NLC cited the festival (scheduled
for Sept. 23 this year) in awarding
Morrisville the first-place in its
population category.
Morrisville also sought to convey
that in its new brand, which residents
helped to create. “As we talked with our
residents, what stood out most was the
feeling of belonging and access they felt
to the world around them,” said Town
Manager Martha Paige after the rollout.
That spirit additionally is the focus
of a newly released documentary,
“Remarkable Journey,” about the
growth of North Carolina’s IndianAmerican community as seen in towns
like Morrisville, Charlotte and others.
At the time of this writing, it was
touring theaters around the state and
was headed toward an airing on PBS.

Among points in the documentary
is that India itself can’t be pinned to
one image; it’s one of the most diverse
countries on the planet, with so many
religions and cultures that diversity ends
up being the common denominator.
India-based media outlets took note
of Morrisville in 2013 when numerous
Indian-Americans appeared on the
municipal election ballot. The race also
produced who is believed to be the first
India-born elected official in North
Carolina, Satish Garimella.
Later, in 2016, the same news outlets
widely reported on the win of Raleigh’s
Jay Chaudhuri as the first IndianAmerican member of the General
Assembly. And in Charlotte, Dimple
Ajmera’s appointment to the City
Council earlier this year marked its
first Asian-American member. Ajmera
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too was born in India, having moved
to the U.S. with her family roughly
15 years ago, before she knew how to
speak English, the Charlotte Observer
reported.
“Six years ago, I was the first
American of Indian heritage elected in
the region (and possibly in the state),”
said Rao, currently in his second term in
Morrisville. “So within six years, we’ve
gone from zero (Indian-American)
elected officials to four, which is hard
to believe. It’s been wonderful, because
I’m getting phone calls from other
Asians around the state who want to

run for office, who want to get more
involved.”
That’s exciting to Rao, but he says
there’s a greater point.
“It doesn’t matter where you come
from,” he said. “If you want to make
a difference in your community, you
can put your name on the ballot. You
can run for office, you can serve on a
committee.” He added: “This is the best
way you can assimilate into the culture.”
He predicts a not-to-distant
transformation in public service similar
to what is happening in Morrisville, not
just in terms of race or gender but age as
well.
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“I think we’re going to see a lot more
younger people” encouraged to run for
office, Rao said.
Ajmera herself was just 30 at the
time of her appointment, young in the
context of elected office.
So while Rao and others see
Morrisville celebrating its own unique
story, he insists it’s “not just the story
of one community; it’s the story of
America. Any journey to America is
remarkable. Because it really represents
the universal American ideal that it
doesn’t matter where you come from, it
doesn’t matter what your religion is. You
can make America better.” SC

It’s more than insurance –
it’s personal.
Health insurance is tricky. We understand how frustrating it can be, which is why you can trust
that our staff members will be there to help you navigate your claims. For more than 30 years,
we’ve worked on a first-name basis with our members, and we’ll be there when you need us, too.

rms.nclm.org • (800) 228-0986
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Advocacy Angle

When It Isn’t About North
Carolina Cities and Towns
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

I

t goes without saying that elected
and appointed municipal official
can get riled up about decisions
made in Raleigh that affect municipal
budgets or pre-empt municipal
authority, as well they should.
When a bill is filed that reduces a
municipal revenue stream, council
members and managers who have to
balance budgets and consider property
tax rates are not going to like it. When
legislation is discussed that increases
costs at wastewater treatment plants,
local officials are going to weigh in
against it. And when a bill is up for
debate that would undermine local
rules determining where and how
billboards can be placed, League
members are going to try to stop it.
As an advocacy group, fighting these
types of defensive battles is a part of
the League’s purpose, and one that
members and staff are very familiar
with. Many of those battles are very
much about where state authority ends
and municipal authority begins, in line
with the state-local tensions that have
swirled around a federalist system of
government for as long as it has been in
place.
Not all of them are, though.
It’s important to recognize that
sometimes issues which appear to be

about North Carolina cities really are
not, and how the underlying causes
that led to the legislation being filed
affect the ability – or the inability – of
the League and League members to do
much about that legislation.
In the current legislative session, bills
punishing so-called sanctuary cities
clearly fall into this category.
On the surface, the bills certainly
appear to be about cities. And at least
one of them – HB 113 Pvt Action Local
Compliance/Immigration Laws –
would have some fairly negative effects
for North Carolina cities and towns,
potentially leading to frivolous lawsuits
brought by anyone with deep pockets
and a law degree to claim that a city
or town is violating a 2015 state law
banning sanctuary city policies.
In trying to counter arguments by
proponents of that bill and another
that would allow citizens to make
complaints to the State Attorney
General alleging violations of the law,
League staff has consistently pointed
out that there has been no evidence
offered that any North Carolina city
or town is violating the 2015 law. At
committee hearings, there has been no
evidence showing violations. And in
news accounts, no such evidence has
ever surfaced.
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But the bills – despite their potential
to negatively affect North Carolina
cities and towns – have never been
about North Carolina cities and towns.
They’ve always been about a national
narrative and national debate around
federal immigration policy, and how
national politics is able to filter down
and influence state and local politics.
Yes, there are cities nationally
that have more authority via state
constitutions than North Carolina
cities and that have decided to resist
aspects of federal immigration policy.
But it’s that federal immigration policy
– and a national electorate that is
very split on how immigration policy
should be designed and enforced – that
is really being debated.
North Carolina cities and towns are
just collateral damage in the national
debate, with the North Carolina
legislation being driven by events
nationally, including a new president
who has elevated the issue.
Unfortunately, when it’s not really
about North Carolina cities or towns, it
becomes very difficult for an advocacy
organization that is about North
Carolina cities and towns to penetrate
the national current and the roar that
accompanies it. SC
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TOWN

HALL

DAY

ONE OF THE BEST IN MEMORY
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

I

n a word: outstanding. Not only
was Town Hall Day 2017 the most
well-attended in memory – with
an extraordinary 34 percent increase
over 2016 and more than 600 officials
registered – it saw representation
from several municipalities that hadn’t
attended a Town Hall Day in many
years. That meant North Carolina’s
cities and towns struck a new chord in
their communication with legislators
at the General Assembly, with focused
messaging and in-person meetings
on statewide important topics like
broadband expansion and local revenue
options.
But Town Hall Day’s audience was
much broader than the Jones Street
crowd. The same morning, North

Carolinians statewide
read a thoughtpiece, penned by
Zebulon Mayor and
League President
Bob Matheny and
published in the
News & Observer
in print and online,
on municipalities’
indispensable role in
the prosperity of North Carolina and
the importance of preserving the local
resources that empower it. “Municipal
governments all around the state are
taking the initiative to understand
what their local economies need to
succeed, and then taking action to
make investments that lead to job and
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residential growth,” Mayor Matheny
wrote.
He then highlighted for readers the
League’s Here We Grow campaign and
website, www.herewegrownc.org, where
municipalities from the mountains
to the coast are posting locally driven
economic development success stories.

Town Hall Day brought out municipal elected
and staff officials from Jacksonville to Franklin -- a huge
reach of representation crossing the entire state.

Photo credits: Ben Brown

“Municipal governments also need the
authority to pursue these projects, and
any erosion of that authority affects their
ability to pursue the unique visions of
their residents and leverage the unique
characteristics of their communities,”

Mayor Matheny wrote in
the N&O piece. Here We
Grow stories were a major
component of Town Hall
Day, giving policymakers
real-life narratives of
how local government
is using resources
and partnerships
constructively for the
betterment of all. The mission of Here
We Grow is to spread that message, and
Town Hall Day’s activities reflected a
huge victory to that end.
The day’s programming also included
special guest speakers, including

House Rules Chairman David Lewis
and Senate Majority Leader Harry
Brown. State Treasurer Dale Folwell
also gave remarks and joined a panel
with Golden LEAF Foundation Senior
Vice President Mark Sorrells, Division
of Water Infrastructure Director Kim
Colson, and Department of Commerce
Chief Economic Development Liaison
Susan Fleetwood. The panel focused
on funding and the economy and
placed emphasis on intergovernmental
teamwork. The vital role of
municipalities in the state’s economy
also received focus. “We would not have
a strong North Carolina without strong
cities, and I’ve always been an advocate
for the cities,” said Folwell.
Later, a panel composed of leaders
of the governor’s cabinet departments
took the stage. Secretaries Jim Trogdon
of the Department of Transportation,
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Mike Regan of the Department of
Environmental Quality, and Larry
Hall of the Department of Military
and Veterans Affairs discussed and
answered audience questions about
policies from the executive branch.
Finally, it’s important to note that
Town Hall Day 2017 followed some
serious challenges for facilitators – for
one, the massive structure fire that just
two weeks prior displaced the League
from its offices and supplies and badly
damaged Town Hall Day’s nearby
venue, forcing fast-paced adjustments to
programming.
League Executive Director Paul
Meyer, during the morning portion of
Town Hall Day, narrated a slideshow
of the extensive damage and expressed
thanks that no one was badly hurt. He
also pointed out that the League has
been able to continue services to cities
and towns largely without interruption.
“There were literally still fires burning
in the parking lot that (next) morning
when we arrived,” Meyer said. While
the fire was detrimental to the League’s
home, Meyer noted the opportunity to
make the best of it with refreshed focus
and energy. He also noted the warmth
of member cities and towns, which in
the aftermath of the fire offered every
variety of support.
Said Meyer, “Creating positive
outcomes for you all is why we’re here,
and we’ll continue to do that.” SC

Above, Jacksonville Mayor Pro Tem and League Vice President Mike Lazzara addresses a
crowded auditorium for Town Hall Day; above left, Durham Mayor Bill Bell and Mayor Pro
Tem Cora Cole-McFadden advocate for cities. Photo credit: Ben Brown
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The

FIRE

and Its Aftermath
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

M

arch 16, 2017, will be a date long remembered
in the history of the North Carolina League of
Municipalities. A day and then evening that went

by like most others around the League campus – except that a
few more revelers than usual headed toward Raleigh’s Glenwood
South area to begin St. Patrick’s Day celebrations a little early –
ended in an evening that saw the most spectacular and
devastating fire to rip through downtown Raleigh in decades.

The fire began in and destroyed
a five-story apartment building that
was under construction immediately
adjacent to the League campus. The
wood-frame construction that went up
in a massive fireball caused the flames to
spread to the Coates Local Government
Center, housing both League and N.C.
Association of County Commissioners
staff members; the Reynolds Building,
housing League insurance and other
operations; the Wilson Building,
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After the fire: Nearly a full city block is cleared away by fire and aftermath demolition. The structures seen immediately behind the site are
the League’s offices, too damaged badly by the blaze. Photo credit: News & Observer of Raleigh

owned by the League but leased to a
local insurance agent; and the nearby
Quorum Center, an apartment, office
and meeting complex that has been the
home of many League functions.
Fortunately, none of the people who
lived or worked in any of the buildings
damaged were killed or injured in the
fire. Obviously, though, the fire put the
League’s staff into a completely new
world of being without a permanent
home while carrying out the varied
and multi-faceted mission of the
organization.
Initially, that new reality involved
working from home, and before the
sun had even come up the next day and

with the fire embers still smoldering,
staff members were assessing the
damage and figuring out how to carry
on. That morning, the League issued
a news release assuring members and
the public that little would change in
terms of carrying out the organization’s
duties – whether that meant advocacy,
insurance operations or any of the other
services provided by NCLM.
In that news release, NCLM
Executive Director Paul Meyer made
the point forcefully. “For more than 100
years, the League’s mission has been to
serve cities and towns on a variety of
fronts and to advocate on their behalf.
Nothing that occurred on Thursday
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night will change the mission or the
dedication of the League’s members and
staff to it,” Meyer said. (See Taking the
Field, page 48, for more on his thoughts
on the fire.)
The release also noted that the
organization was fortunate that
computing operations and data storage
are housed almost exclusively by thirdparty servers away from the League
campus.
Nonetheless, the damage to League
buildings was significant. In the
Reynolds Building, the fire destroyed
offices, warped steel and caused an
exterior wall to buckle. The destruction
in the Coates Building was less

The sooty Reynolds Building, home
to League insurance and other staff
members, is seen at right in the top
photo, immediately adjacent to the site
of the burned-down apartment structure.
Workers spent several weeks cleaning up.
News & Observer of Raleigh

extensive, but fire on the roof led to
water and smoke damage throughout
the building, and the heat from the fire
blew out windows, most notably to
General Counsel Kim Hibbard’s office.
Office materials not destroyed were
taken away in tractor-trailers – twoand-a-half trailers’ worth – to be
cleaned and processed.
In the days and weeks that followed,
the resiliency was evident. Less than
two weeks later, NCLM’s premier
advocacy event – Town Hall Day – went
on without interruption, the main

difference being that morning briefings
were moved from the Quorum Center
to the North Carolina Museum of
History. The day was a success (see
Town Hall Day 2017: One of the Best in
Memory, pp 16-18), with more than 600
League members registering.
The following month, the League’s
Spring Tour – hitting 13 member
cities and towns, and providing an
opportunity for appointed and elected
officials to learn about League offerings
and value – took place again against
a backdrop where League staff put

together the events while working
variously from home or from temporary
space.
Obviously, there have been and will
continue to be challenges.
For a few days, all of the League staff
was working remotely. The City of
Raleigh and City Manager Ruffin Hall
were kind enough to make office space
available for roughly 20 staff members,
and that space became the League’s base
of operations in the immediate weeks
after the fire, even as others continued
to work at home.
One of the biggest challenges in
that space was that individual staff
phone lines could not be transferred,
so communication primarily took
place over email, cell phones and two
main phone lines eventually made
operational.
Meanwhile, Meyer and League
managers worked on finding more
permanent space until repairs could
be made. A lease was signed for office
space in the Wells Fargo Building (staff
had not yet moved into the space as of
this writing), which will allow staff to be
unified in one location. That temporary
space will eventually seem permanent.
continued on page 46
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M

ost of us move through
our homes and don’t really
notice the knick-knacks
and everyday belongings that we own.
We’ve bought these things or received
them as gifts, and we have favorite
items to be sure, but do we actually
see them as we come and go, shuffling
ourselves through the daily routine? If
you had to make a list of every single
item or even the majority of things
inside your house, could you do it?
What’s more, how many of us
update our insurance policies
regularly to reflect items of value
added or those we’ve downsized?
Thankfully, most folks haven’t
experienced a significant loss of
property from a fire or flood or home
invasion, for example. But if you did
incur such a loss, would all of your
items be covered – for example, did
that new engagement ring get added
to your policy? Likewise, if you’ve

League risk management
consultants can help to
determine playground
safety level and areas
for enhancement, so
everyone has fun.
Photo credits: Town of Nags
Head

Coverage and
Risk Assessments
Keep Towns Safe
By Kristin Milam, NCLM Creative Services Associate

downsized your belongings are you
still paying for those extra contents?
The same can be said for coverage
of property owned by your city or
town. As your inventory of buildings,
vehicles, parks facilities, and other

property ebbs and flows, it’s important
to make sure your municipality is
covered in the event of a loss. If you
are a member of the League’s Property
and Liability Trust, our staff will work
with you during the initial enrollment
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to survey what levels of coverage are
appropriate. Then each year upon
renewal, members are surveyed again.
The Property and Liability Trust’s
Real & Personal Property coverage is
written on a “blanket” basis, but only
for items listed on your schedule. It
is important to notify staff within 30
days of new structures being acquired
or built. Members are allowed a 30day grace period for reporting new
acquisitions (up to a maximum value
of $500,000), but new property should
be added immediately so as not to
get lost in the day-to-day to-do lists
that keep us all busy. Similarly, when
renovations or additions increase the
replacement cost of the structure, the
insurance values need to be increased.

Occasionally, a pool
member will discover
that they have failed
to insure something.
Sadly this discovery is
typically realized after
a loss has occurred. A
good rule of thumb when
considering coverage for
your city or town: when
in doubt whether or not
something is covered
under your League
Property and Liability
coverage, call us.

Occasionally, a pool member
will discover that they have failed
to insure something. Sadly this
discovery is typically realized after
a loss has occurred. A good rule of
thumb when considering coverage
for your city or town: when in doubt
whether or not something is covered
under your League Property and
Liability coverage, call us. Our Risk
Management Services staff visits
members for onsite consulting
and offer telephone consults, as
appropriate. Consultations can range
from advice on workplace safety
to help determining what type of
insurance coverages are needed to
protect your city or town.

Examples of Structures Commonly Insured
(Buildings and Contents):
• Town Hall
• Police Department
• Water & Wastewater Treatment Plants
• Public Works Buildings
• Lift Stations
• Water Wells & Pumps
• Electrical Substations
• Water Towers
• Storage Buildings or Equipment Sheds
• Stationary Generators
• Parks & Recreation Structure(s)

Structures Towns Commonly Forget To Cover:
Lift stations or wells – how many do you own and how many
are on your schedule?
Park Structures: Gazebos, Playground Equipment, Park Lights,
Dugouts, Scoreboards, Picnic Shelters, Concession Stands,
Restrooms, Storage Buildings, Ballpark Fencing.
WTP & WWTP: Itemize every structure you want insured –
not just the main structure(s), including generators, sheds,
tanks, and any pumps or structures outside the fence
Water Towers or Tanks: check your schedule to make sure
all of them are listed. Who owns it? Who is responsible for
insuring it?
Public Works: Main building as well as all the equipment
sheds and storage buildings!
Other: Do you lease property from someone and have agreed
by contract to insure it? Add the location and structures to
your schedule.

One such assessment recently took
place in Nags Head in the eastern
part of the state. The Town of Nags
Head is building a new park, Dowdy

Park, and as a pool member, the town
reached out to League employee Paul
Miller, the Risk Management Field
Consultant for the Eastern Region.
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As construction of Dowdy Park
progressed, town officials worried that
the public would begin to use the new
site and facilities before it was entirely
complete. Roberta Thuman, the Town
of Nags Head’s Public Information
Officer, had previously worked with
Miller on a local skate park, which
the Town acquired a few years back
from the YMCA, so she knew how
helpful his assistance would be. “As a
small town, without a full time risk
management position, we often rely
on the League of Municipalities for
their advice regarding the potential
risks at our properties,” said Thuman.

After talking to Miller, Thuman
scheduled an onsite assessment to
address any obvious issues. “Once
we looked at the park, we were able
to determine that the facilities and
equipment were safe for use, but there
were several other opportunities to
enhance the park for the public and
reduce risks for the town,” Miller
explained. “For example, we thought
about ways to create a safe separation
between the playground equipment
and the parking lot by putting up
a fence and signage that identified
appropriate ages for children playing
on different types of equipment. These
changes will allow families to enjoy
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the park safely and help to prevent
risks to the town as well.”
Whether it’s identifying hazards at
current or aging municipal properties,
or visiting new facilities that need
to be added to an existing policy,
the League’s staff will guide you
through the process of making sure
your city or town is covered and that
uninsured – or underinsured – losses
are prevented. As Thuman puts it, the
League’s assistance is “very helpful
in not only identifying potential
hazards, but also providing ways to
mitigate those hazards. I rest a little
easier knowing Paul has visited our
properties and that we’ve addressed
his concerns.” SC

Legal Eagles

Options for Disposing of
Salvage Vehicles
By John Phelps, NCLM Associate General Counsel

A

ssume your town owns a 2001
Ford F-150 pickup truck and
that there are no liens on the
vehicle. It was recently involved in a
collision and you have reported the loss
to your insurance carrier, the Interlocal
Risk Financing Fund of North
Carolina, one of the three insurance
risk pools created by North Carolina
municipalities administered by your
League of Municipalities. It has been
determined that the vehicle is a total
loss with a salvage value of $300. Prior
to the collision, the actual cash value
(“ACV”) of the pickup was $3,918.
The applicable deductible under your
coverage is $500.
Some towns may want to keep the
vehicle and attempt to sell it for more
than the estimated salvage value. Since
it is a basic principle of insurance
that the when a total loss is paid, the
insurer has the salvage right, the town
would receive a claim payment less the
salvage value. Consequently, once the
appropriate paperwork is completed,
the town will receive a claim check in
the amount of $3118. This equals the
amount of the ACV ($3,918), less the
$500 deductible and the salvage value
of $300.
More typically, municipalities do not
wish to keep the vehicle. The insurer

will ultimately take possession and
make a claim payment less only the
deductible. In this situation, the town
would receive a claim payment in the
amount of $3418 (the $3918 ACV less
the $500 deductible.)
In this more typical situation,
it is important to remember that
municipalities remain subject to the
statutes regarding the disposition of
surplus property. There is no statute
that directly authorizes a municipality
to convey the salvage vehicle to the
insurance carrier. Does this mean
that the town must use one of the
competitive bidding methods for
disposal? Possibly not. A more
streamlined process is available.
For personal property valued at
less than $30,000, G.S. § 160A-266(c)
authorizes a municipality to adopt
regulations specifying procedures
for disposing of that property in
substitution of the competitive bidding
and other methods provided in the
statutes. Additionally, the governing
body may authorize one or more
municipal officials to declare any such
personal property as surplus, to set its
fair market value, and to convey title to
the property. The regulations may, but
need not, require published notice and

may provide for either public or private
exchanges and sales.
Under such adopted regulations,
assuming their requirements are met,
an appropriate official may dispose of
the salvage pickup by conveying it to
the insurance carrier. Keep in mind that
there are record keeping requirements
specified in the statute that must be
followed.
For your use, the League has
prepared a model ordinance
prescribing procedures for disposing
of personal property valued at less
than $30,000. It may be found on
the League’s website. In lieu of an
ordinance, the procedures may also
be incorporated into a policy or other
regulation.
Remember that if the value of the
salvage vehicle is $30,000 or more, the
authority found in G.S. § 160A-266(c)
does not apply and one of the other
methods of disposition must be used.
Similarly, if your town has not adopted
the procedures as described, then
the other competitive sale methods
remain applicable. Presumably, if these
methods are used, it is unlikely that
other bidders would become involved
and the transfer to the carrier may be
completed. SC
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Above: Friendship dinner for Burlington
residents and students from sister-city
Gwacheon, South Korea. Right: BurlingtonAlamance Sister Cities and friends from
Soledad, Mexico. Photo credits: Ann Honeycutt

O

n a recent walking tour
through downtown
Sanford, the Lee County
city percolating with growth at the
geographic center of North Carolina,
Mayor Chet Mann made mention of
a special, international connection.
Sanford – population 30,000 – had
become sister cities with Yixing,
China – population 1.25 million.
Small world: The Southern City writer

Sister Cities

Connecting with Other Cultures and Better Understanding Their Own
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

at the mayor’s side was in town on
a different matter (to interview him
about the murals and other public art
refreshing downtown’s image, which
we reported on in Episode 21 of the
League’s Municipal Equation podcast)
but was coincidentally planning a
story on the hows and whys of sister

city relationships. And like the leaders
of many other North Carolina towns
that have sister cities in far flung parts
of the world, Mayor Mann observed
an array of benefits from Sanford’s
arrangement, cultural to economic.
Sanford’s quickest connection
with Yixing is its art history and
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heritage – with pottery, specifically.
“Two-hundred years old, here;
7,000 years old, there,” Mayor Mann
noted. But what’s evolving out of
this relationship – a legally inked
tie, with official delegation visits and
other exchanges – could be a part of
Sanford’s future. The fact that they’re

Above: Ann Honeycutt of the
Burlington-Alamance Sister
Cities group talks with Burlington
Mayor Ian Baltutis while visiting
with students in Soledad.
Left: A hand-carved fountain
that Soledad presented to
Burlington-Alamance group as
a symbol of thanks.
Photo credits: Ann Honeycutt

now teaching Chinese at the local
community college is a detail. “The
people of Sanford have come from
this perceived mill town background
to (one that is) much more culturally
aware and much more modern, and
yet we’re preserving our history” via
the pottery connection, the mayor
said. “So it’s all part of this cultural
awareness that I think is good to be
known for, and yet it gives people
another reason why they’d want to
come here, and maybe live here.”
By many accounts, that’s just the
start of sister-city possibility – from
goodwill to the obvious economic
development potential when officials
from different countries meet on

positive terms. It’s even led to massive
trade deals, according to Adam
Kaplan, vice president at Sister Cities
International, the organization that
helps distant municipalities get
together. Currently, it represents
about 560 sister city programs in
the U.S., representing around 2,300
partnerships in 150 countries.
North Carolina has several. Cary,
for one, is paired – or “twinned,” as
participants say – with Le Touquet,
France; Markham, Ontario, Canada;
Hsinchu, Taiwan; and County Meath,
Ireland. Kris Carmichael, the Town
of Cary’s point-person for sister
cities, said it’s created great cultural
enrichment.

“It is that opportunity to meet
someone from another culture and
find your commonalities, share your
experiences,” she said.
That’s exactly why the program
formed six decades ago. Sister Cities
International came to be at a Sept.
11, 1956 White House conference on
citizen diplomacy. From the podium,
President Dwight Eisenhower laid
out the potential of person-to-person
connections crossing continents –
particularly in the broken aftermath
of a world war. “The problem is: How
do we dispel ignorance? How do we
present our own case? How do we
strengthen friendships? How do we
learn of others?” he posed.
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Cary’s sister cities program seeks
those answers via cultural and
educational exchanges, but it also
focuses on economic development.
“I think, traditionally, sister cities is
known for more arts and culture and
youth exchanges ... but in the past 10
years we’ve seen a huge increase in
the number of municipal exchanges,
technical exchanges, and especially
economic development exchanges,”
Kaplan said.
Perhaps they’re inspired by what
happened in small-town Muscatine,
Iowa, in 2012. Xi Jinping, China’s vice
president at the time, was scheduled
for a U.S. visit with stops in the
nation’s capital and Los Angeles – but
he insisted on visiting Iowa. Xi had
been there once, back in the mid1980s on an agriculture tour in the
Sister Cities International network,
Kaplan said. Xi had developed a bond
with Muscatine. He even lodged with
one of the local families. Essentially,
it’s where he developed his sense
of American life and business, and
he wanted to reunite with it on that
2012 tour. Kaplan noted that a large
delegation of businessmen were
alongside Xi at the time. And during
a dinner thrown in their honor one
evening there, with the governor
present, these international friends
ended up crafting a soybean export
deal worth billions of dollars.
Indeed, that’s “probably the most
famous” anecdote from the sister
cities network, Kaplan said, but it’s
not a one-off. He noted that sister-city
pairings aren’t necessarily the startto-finish driver of such deals, but they

Burlington Mayor Ian Baltutis meets with police officials in Soledad, Mexico as part of a
Sister Cities trip. Photo credit: Ann Honeycutt

often do create the atmosphere. Deals
aren’t always just about numbers;
they’re about relationships, too.
“If you talk to any business person,
it’s more than just seeing a business
opportunity,” Kaplan said. “They need
to know the lay of the land, they need
know to what to do if something goes
wrong. A lot of this is based around
relationships and having comfort,
and Sister Cities I think is really, really
good about cultivating that sort of
trust and cultivating those sorts of
connections across sectors.”
That’s why culture-based
arrangements also tend to grow
additional positives, not just in
economics, but health and public
safety, too.
Burlington provides great examples
happily shared by BurlingtonAlamance Sister Cities President Ann
Honeycutt. The group is paired with
Gwacheon, South Korea, and Soledad,
Mexico.
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Honeycutt said her group linked
with Gwacheon and Soleded through
a Sister Cities International portal
called Cities Seeking Cities. She
likened it to dating website eHarmony,
where users list personal qualities and
criteria for matches.
“We are family now,” she said. “We
think of ourselves as family now.”
Through the relationship, the
Burlington area has even developed
close ties with the South Korean
Consulate in New York, whose top
officials have been down for dinner
more than once. And earlier this year,
a group of Gwacheon school kids
came over for a stay, lodging with local
families.
But the Soledad relationship has
been slightly more utilitarian, inclusive
of public safety officer exchanges and
equipment donations (made possible
by volunteerism and grants, without
any public money). Burlington even
raised funds to buy Soledad a pair of

fire trucks. Turnout gear and other essential equipment
have also gone to the Mexican city.
Signs of thanks from Soledad are visible in the
Burlington area, in the form of two beautiful, hand-carved
stone fountains (one in Burlington, one in Graham).
“I have actually met and talked to and been at the
quarry of the man who did them,” Honeycutt said, adding
at the time of this interview that the mayor of Soledad
was planning a trip to Burlington to tour local industry,
infrastructure and utilities.
“We begin again this process of talking about how can
we be of benefit to each other,” Honeycutt said.
These international relationships and the stories they
create are seen all across North Carolina and the U.S.
But for all the potential for economies, arts and public
service, it’s probably the first impressions of foreign soil
that are the most lasting in sister city relationships, said
everyone interviewed for this story.
“We like to think that these days ... if we want to
experience another culture, we can do it in a second just
by googling the name of the country and seeing what
comes up,” said Kaplan. “But, in reality, anyone that’s
traveled abroad knows that that first trip abroad is a life
changing experience. It changes the way you view the
world. It changes the way you view other cultures. And
I think really it changes the way you view your own
culture.”
For Honeycutt, one of the biggest enjoyments is
watching exchange students marvel at what we might take
for granted here.
“One thing they don’t experience (in their home
country) is seeing stars,” she said, explaining that the
dense and brightly lit high-rise development layouts back
home conceal the cosmos.
“So, at night,” she said, “to go out in someone’s backyard
and lie on a pallet or lawn chair and look up at the sky,
and go, ‘Ooh, look at these stars,’ is amazing.”
Hear more voices and stories from sister cities, as well
as advice on establishing these relationships, on Episode
20 of the League’s biweekly podcast, Municipal Equation,
at soundcloud.com/municipalequation. SC
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From The Trust Perspective

How Can We Help You?
By Ken Canning, NCLM Associate Director, Risk Management Services

T

he Risk Management Services
(RMS) Department of NCLM
exists to serve you, our
members. The RMS Department is
responsible for managing the three
market competitive self-insurance pools
owned and governed by their respective
memberships. We are here for all of
North Carolina’s municipalities, large
and small, and we can custom tailor our
programs to fit any need. In each area –
health insurance, workers compensation
and property/liability/automobile
insurance – claim payments account
for the majority of money spent by the
pools, driving the premiums that the
programs must charge members.
For every dollar of premium taken
in, approximately 70 cents is allocated
for claims and the remaining 30 cents
for reinsurance and all other expenses;
it is much more beneficial to attack and
lower the 70 percent side of the equation
than the 30 percent, but please note,
staff and the RMS Board of Trustees
closely manage the expenses of the
pools as well. The membership has the
most control over the losses generated
in your municipalities, and this is where
risk management best practices come
into play and the League has the most
experienced municipal risk control
specialists in the state, all of them

dedicated serving the membership.
We are here to help you avoid and
reduce claims from occurring in the first
place and aggressively manage the ones
that do occur. By doing this, we can
bend the cost curve on future premium
needs, thus lowering your costs and
enabling you to direct those funds to
other areas of need.
Just a quick comment on the
insurance marketplace: It is a very
competitive arena and lots of entities
such as brokers, agents and national
carriers want your business, as do we,
but only one has no ulterior motive.
While the others are driven to generate
commission revenue, the League,
your league, exists only to serve the
membership and has no profit motive.
Our programs may not be the
cheapest option in any given year, but
they are the best value proposition for
North Carolina local government over
the long run. And it has been the League
that has stuck by you through thick and
thin; anyone who remembers what it
was like back in the mid-1980s can attest
to the fact that commercial carriers were
not your friend in those times. Support
your League, and it will support you!
As self-insurance risk-sharing pools,
we are in this together. We have staff
who are out in the field working and
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visiting with you on a daily basis. North
Carolina is a big state and we may not
get to everyone every year, so if you
need something from us in-between
visits, please just give us a call or shoot
us an email, and we will do what we can
you assist you. In an effort to learn how
we can serve you better, I would like
to ask you just three simple questions
(below) and to reach out and ask if there
are any issues we can help you with
immediately. Please drop any of us an
email with your response.
Regarding the Risk Management
Services Department:
1) What are we doing that you like and
we should continue?
2) What are we doing that you don’t like
and we should stop?
3) What are we not doing that would
like us to start doing?
4) Please indicated if you would like us
to contact you for more information
regarding
a. Health Insurance
b. Dental Coverage
c. Vision Coverage
d. Group Life Insurance
e. Short/Long-term Disability
Insurance
f. Wellness Programs including a
Grant
g. Property and Liability Insurance
continued on page 46

League’s Spring Tour
Hits 12 Cities and Towns
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

League Executive Director Paul Meyer traversed the state with stops in several
municipalities to discuss how the League can help members. Photo credit Scott Mooneyham

L

eague Executive Director Paul
Meyer and several members of
the League staff wound their
way across the state during late April
and early May as a part of the Spring
Tour 2017. The tour made stops in
12 cities and towns – chosen to be
centrally located in different regions
of North Carolina – as League staff
provided presentations on a range of
League service and offerings, from
insurance to advocacy to membership
governance advice.
As has been the case in the past,
the programming was designed to
provide municipal officials with
information about the League’s three
insurance pools leading up the period
when many cities and town renew
their insurance. But the meetings also

provided much more.
Meyer began the meetings by
soliciting attendees for questions
on any topics that they wanted
covered. Besides a general review of
League history, services and recent
organizational changes to focus on

members’ strategic needs, Meyer also
presented a legislative update, which
typically prompted questions about
issues of concern to municipalities.
The tour, though, also was
designed to give attendees some
valuable knowledge about some hotbutton topics, as staff gave in-depth
presentations on impact fees, threats
and changes to local government
pension and other benefits, and
broadband access.
“We want to demonstrate the
value of our organization, that being
a member is a value proposition,
while also giving members some real
takeaways that they can use back in
their towns and cities,’ Meyer said.
Besides hopefully instilling
knowledge, participants also enjoyed
some good eats, as meetings took
place over meals and in some of the
best restaurants around the state.
The League wants to thank all
of those who participated, and
particularly all of the municipal
officials who provided welcoming
remarks. SC
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Propelled by

BIG EVENTS
For former House Speaker Dan Blue,
Sputnik and Sociopolitical Change
Help Shape a Career in Law and Politics
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

T

he 1950s-70s – not the most
stagnant period of American
history. But for all the
impossible-to-miss sociopolitical
permutations on the ground at the
time, it was a small, metal orb floating
500 miles over Earth that had the most
jolting impact on young Dan Blue Jr. of
Robeson County.
In his corner office recently at the
Legislative Building in Raleigh, Blue,
an attorney and longtime legislator
serving today as Senate Minority Leader,
recalled how stunned the U.S. psyche
was when, 60 years ago, the Soviets
launched that spherical little satellite.
“I grew up in the age of Sputnik,” he
said, noting that younger people might
not fully appreciate the gravity of the
situation. (As the NASA History Office
says, “The Sputnik launch changed
everything.”)
“Hearing every day that the Russians
had launched a satellite and had beat the
Americans to it, well, was challenging

to us,” said Senator Blue. In an interview
with Southern City, he made a point to
highlight Sputnik as a symbol of the first
worldly influence on him, outside of the
lasting lessons of hard-work from his
family’s tobacco farm.
“We were one of the few families in
the neighborhood who had a TV, so
folks from all around would sit and
watch TV with us ... but I was always
interested in what was happening in the
news,” he said. “And so I’m listening to
all of these current activities going on,
but also listening to all this talk about
Sputnik, because it scared the hell out of
us.”
It was 1957, and Congress was quick
to move funds toward strategies that
would propel the U.S. in the space race
– including an emphasis on science,
technology, engineering and math
education, or what we today call STEM.
“I built in my mind that I wanted to
be some kind of aerospace engineer or
nuclear physicist as I was growing up,”
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Senator Blue recalled. “The common
theme that seemed to be running
through most of that was mathematics.
I chose to be a mathematics major, and
that’s what I got my degree in.”
But he was also reading books on
history and politics avidly – mainly
to be conversant with friends who
were pursuing those topics – and
questioning whether he should diversify
his professional interests beyond hard
mathematics. The assassinations of
John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther
King, like for many, further rocked his
perspectives.
But what made you want to become a
lawyer, exactly?
By the end of my junior year, I had
fulfilled most of the requirements
within my (math) major.... And I will
tell you, and this is as crazy as anything
you will ever hear. The law schools at
that time were trying to substantially

Senate Minority Leader Dan Blue speaking on the chamber floor. Photo credit: Clifton Dowell, Insider State Government News Service

increase the number of minority lawyers
and were just beginning a real push to
recruit African-American students. I
was at Duke, and I was one of four black
students in my class.... They decided
one of the ways to get minority students
interested in law was to administer the
LSAT (Law School Admission Test)
without cost. They were giving the LSAT
free. So, one Saturday morning, I said,
“You know, they’re giving this thing in
a few weeks; I think I’ll take the LSAT.”
I took it and did exceptionally well on
it. And that stoked an interest by a lot
of law schools, and they were writing
me. I thought, “I think I’ll do this thing,
see how it works out.” (Ken Pye, then
dean of Duke’s law school at the time)

convinced me that Duke would be a
worthy place to come over to study. He
was a great guy and had a broad vision
for what law was and what it could do. I
said, “Hey, this is what I’m supposed to
do. Bye-bye math.” (Laughter)
But I’m sure all that previous study
and training carried in to the kind of
work you did and law you practiced.
To a degree. It’s not too different than
what most lawyers experience. After
having summer experiences in different
kinds of settings, doing research on
housing and things like that, I started
thinking about what kind of law I
wanted to practice. And the answer
was, “You don’t know what kind of

law you’re going to practice.” (Former
North Carolina Governor and later U.S.
Senator) Terry Sanford was president at
Duke, and I came over and interviewed
at Sanford’s firm. It was a very
interesting firm. We had U.S. Supreme
Court clerks in it. Several Rhodes
scholars. It was an eclectic group.
Editors. Highly accomplished people
who had done exceptional things.
And so I joined up with them and felt
lucky to be associated with them.... In
my third year of law school, you had
to take a tax course. This is interesting.
My tax professor was a guy named Joe
Sneed. Joe Sneed was the dean of the
law school, and when the Saturday
Night Massacre occurred (during the
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Watergate scandal, when a prosecutor,
attorney general and deputy attorney
general separated from President Nixon
either by firing or resignation), they
needed a deputy attorney general. So I
was taking this tax course under Sneed,
hating every minute of it, but then
Sneed decides to go to Washington.
And, consequently, anybody who was
in this tax class had the option of taking
it pass/fail or dropping it without being
penalized. And if you dropped it, you
did not have to have it as a prerequisite.
You didn’t have to take the tax course. I
mention all of that because, ironically,
the first thing that I got assigned to
when I came to the law firm ... was to
start with tax litigation. (Laughter) And
so I said, “I can do a lot of things, but I
know this isn’t what I want to do.” So I
went into litigation, and moved away
from tax law. (More laughter) But also,
that made me consider why I wanted to
be a lawyer. I wanted to try tough cases.
I wanted to be able to take on unjust
things, thinking I might be representing
some just causes. So, volunteering, some
pro bono, the big issues of the day. This
was in the 1970s when you still had civil
rights issues, and I just wanted to be
involved with things on a much more
direct basis.
And that had to lead in to your 1980
run for the legislature.
That, but the firm, too. The firm had
basically a requirement that if you
joined the firm, you had to be engaged
in something extracurricular, outside
the firm, doing some civic duty or
something related to that.... You had
to be involved in party activities – not
necessarily Republican or Democratic,
but some activity that added to what

Senator Blue in his office at the Legislative Building in Raleigh. Photo credit: Ben Brown

life was about.... And, believe it or not,
there hadn’t been an African-American
elected to the Wake delegation, in the
House, since (the late 1800s). And so I
said, “Hey, that’s a good place to start.”
So I ran for the House. In ‘80, when I
was elected, I had already left the firm,
because I wanted to be my own boss
... and immediately got involved in the
political stuff. And I was thinking, in
some of the experiences I’ve had, I could
have a much bigger impact in changing
some of the things I thought needed
changing in the legislature than doing
one case at a time. You can solve one
juvenile’s problem one case at a time,
but you could solve a whole plethora of
problems if you could legislate in that
regard.
What were your early impressions in
the legislature?
I came to the legislature with an idea
that I’d stay here for two terms. I will
have done my civic duty.... I sort of felt
that I’ve been blessed in many ways to
be able to practice law, coming from
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a tobacco farm in Robeson County.
It’s a long way from Robeson County
to one of the state’s major law firms. I
could do things on a much larger scale
and advance a lot of the causes that I
was interested in, and so I came to the
legislature.... We had a whole new set
of leaders in the state. So here we are,
a bunch of us 30-year-olds, 32-yearolds in the House. Dennis Wicker. Joe
Hackney. Harry Payne. There were
about eight or 10 of us young lawyers
who were definitely products of the
late ‘60s, early ‘70s, and acclimated to
the protest of Vietnam. The women’s
movement, civil rights movement. And
so it was a very fertile time to be here.
But after the second term, when I was
supposed to be leaving, the leadership
was changing somewhat, and so
the duties and the possibilities were
increasing. I became a committee chair
and thought, “Hey I can do this, I can
do that” … I stayed a third term. Fifth
term, I became Speaker of the House,
for several terms..... And I stayed here
until 2002.

“What they (local

leaders) do is just as
important as what
we do. I really seem
them as partners
in so many ways. I
think the League does
a tremendous service

And so after that, I immersed myself
back into the practice of law fulltime
with my partners. As we went at it, I
realized why I wanted to become a
lawyer again. Just being able to practice
16-18 hours a day, six days a week ... was
fun. And so, for three years, that’s what
I did. Really loved it, but I still had that
yearning in the back of my mind that
there’s some things that you can still
do, there’s still opportunity to get things
done, at the legislature.... I toyed around
with the Senate, but I dismissed that
after the 2004 election. And so the fellow
who replaced me (in the House, Rep.
Bernard Allen) died. The committee

kept coming around and saying, “You
ought to go back...” (or) “You should
run for Congress.” I’m not interested
in running for Congress, I’m happy
practicing law. I’m not interested in
going back to my old seat, but I’m even
less interested in going to Congress.
I didn’t realize that was leaving an
opening for them. So they finally
convinced me to throw my hat back
in again and figure out how we could
recapture some of the things we were
trying to accomplish, since the economy
was booming. So I’m back in the saddle
again (in the House, and later moving to
the Senate in 2009) riding full speed.

keeping all of these

“

folks together.

Senate Minority Leader
Dan Blue

When you ran for U.S. Senate....
Yeah, my resident psychiatrist went out
of town. (Laughter) She was out of town
and I saw the opportunity.... No, really,
my wife and I had a long talk about it
and I had a vision for what you could
do with the United States Senate (where
longtime Sen. Jesse Helms’ service was
drawing to a close). That was the only
place that I wanted to go. All of the
preliminary data say you’ve got a shot
at doing it.... And I had fun. I went to, if
not 100, at least 90-plus counties during
that campaign.
(Editor’s note: Elizabeth Dole ultimately
won that highly contested Senate seat.)
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What’s the best part of it?
I just continue to pursue a lot of original
ideas, but also just things that make
sense to me that other folks think about,
because I just like ideas and seeing how
they fare against each other. They don’t
have to be mine, but any idea. Just giving
it a chance to see if it can get some legs
and grow into something that makes
some sense.
Many see the same cause in local
office, too...
Absolutely, and that is the real magic.
Some of the most effective people I’ve
ever worked with (are local officials).
But it’s not determined by size. I’ve seen

some of the best public servants and
some of the most committed folks as
county commissioners in very small
counties or as councilmen or aldermen
in very small towns.... I see that all the
time. That is one of the reasons that I
feel so strongly about local decisionmaking on a lot of things. Of the 540plus cities and towns in this state ... you
go from a city like Charlotte to some
of the towns with 200-300 people. And
you still see a determination to make
life mean something better or different
to whomever their constituency is. In
a state like North Carolina, we have to
acknowledge something that (Terry)
Sanford wrote in one of his books.
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He wrote a book when he left the
governorship called “Storm Over the
States,” and the second one was “But
What About the People?” And the
premise of both of the books was the
magic in states’ big part of this 50-state
union and how they can be laboratories
to experiment with different ways of
fixing problems. Well, there’s nothing at
all that would make you think differently
about municipalities....What they (local
leaders) do is just as important as what
we do. I really seem them as partners in
so many ways. I think the League does a
tremendous service keeping all of these
folks together. SC

Member Relations Corner

Local Government Employees
Retirement System
By Rob Shepherd, NCLM Assistant Director of Business Management and
Membership Development Services

N

orth Carolina is very fortunate
to have one of the best and
most financially sound local
government pension programs in the
country. For local governments that
participate in the Local Government
Employees Retirement System, or
LGERS, it is commonly understood
what a valuable tool the pension
program is as an aid to attract and retain
qualified employees. Of course, it is
also a valuable benefit for employees
and retirees who commit to a career of
public service.
When LGERS began in 1945, defined
benefit pension plans were a common
staple in benefit packages offered by
both public and private employers for
their employees. A defined benefit
pension plan is defined as a retirement
plan that promises a certain level of
retirement income to an employee
according to a predetermined formula,
typically based on the employee’s age at
retirement, length of service and salary.
However, since the late 1980s, there
have been many attempts to change the
benefit structure of LGERS that would
threaten its financial integrity or even
replace the defined benefit pension
plan with less attractive retirement
plans that could possibly weaken local
governments’ ability to attract and
retain qualified employees.

This legislative session has seen a bill
introduced to require LGERS to provide
a 2 percent cost-of-living adjustment
when the investment gains do not
support such an increase and another
allowing law enforcement officers to
retire with full retirement benefits
after 25 years of service instead of 30
years. Yet another bill would change
the system to a defined contribution
plan (e.g., 401(k) plan) for employees
hired in the future. While 401(k) plans
are considered a key component of a
well-rounded retirement plan, they
do not replace the level of benefit
provided by LGERS. As is sometimes
the case with proposed legislation
to change the benefit structure of
LGERS or require local governments
to provide additional benefits, there
can be a disconnect regarding their
consequences – including the increased
financial pressures that can fall on local
governments.
The longstanding advocacy goal
of the League, as directed by the
membership, has been to preserve the
fiscal integrity of LGERS and its defined
benefit structure, promoting reasonable
pension reforms that are prospective in
nature, and meeting the needs of local
government employees, employers
and retirees. To this end, the League
staff closely monitors the performance

of LGERS, regularly attends the
Retirement System Board of Trustees
meetings, and lobbies to support League
positions on the bills affecting the
system.
The great news is because of the
vigilance of League members, LGERS
is in great financial shape and is
poised to meet the current and future
financial liabilities. LGERS has been
recently rated as 98 percent funded
by Morningstar, an independent
investment research company.
The League staff will continue to
lobby to keep LGERS strong. However,
the League staff can’t do this alone.
It’s important for League members to
communicate with legislators and the
public about how municipalities are
keeping LGERS financially strong with
contribution rates that meet needs,
but also remind them that mandating
additional retirement benefits can
damage the financial soundness of the
system. If the League staff can assist
you in your efforts to communicate
with your legislators and your citizens,
please let us know. Together we can
keep LGERS strong for current and
future local government employees,
and continue to assist your city or town
with attracting and retaining qualified
employees. SC
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GREAT PLACES

Recognized During
Town Hall Day
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

M

orehead City, Mebane,
Mooresville, WinstonSalem and Lewisville were
all recognized as winners of this year’s
Great Places awards sponsored by the
North Carolina chapter of the American
Planning Association. The award
winners were recognized as legislators
and municipal officials gathered at the
Legislative Building for Town Hall Day.
The Great Places awards are now five
years old. Winners are recognize in two
types of categories: the Professionals’
Category chosen by a panel of experts
including planners, professors and
other executives, and the People’s
Choice awards, selected by popular vote
through an online contest.

At this year’s recognition ceremony,
Representative Stephen Ross of
Burlington and David Rogers of
Rutherfordton welcomed municipal
officials and set the stage for those being
recognized. Other legislators attending
included Sens. Paul Lowe Jr. of WinstonSalem, Joyce Krawiec of Kernersville
and David Curtis of Denver.
Representatives from the towns and
cities recognized included WinstonSalem Mayor Allen Joines, Mooresville
Mayor Miles Atkins, Lewisville Mayor
Mike Horn, and Mebane Mayor Pro
Tem Ed Hooks.
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The People’s Choice award for
Great Public Space went to Lewisville’s
Shallowford Square, chosen as a
statewide model for a public-private
investment in community facilities. A
focal point of the town’s downtown, it
is the location of many of Lewisville’s
community events. The events include
family movie nights, a concert in the
park series and community productions
of plays and musicals.
The renovation of Winston-Salem’s
iconic art deco-style R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco headquarters building took
home the People’s Choice award for
Great Historic Rehabilitation. The

building, standing as a symbol of the
city since the 1920s, served as a model
for the Empire State Building. The $60
million renovation now includes the
Kimpton Cardinal Hotel, The Katherine
restaurant and luxury apartments. The
building, a National Register-designated
structure, has become a significant
part of the dynamic revitalization of
downtown Winston-Salem.
Morehead City’s Evans Street project
was recognized in the Professional’s
Category for Great Main Street after

wanting to live on the second levels.
They’re wanting everything they need
to be right in their community. And
that’s what we’re aiming for. We’re
aiming to attract residents that will live
downtown.”
For Mebane, its award in the
Professional’s Category came for Great
Mainstreet in the Making, a designation
recognizing the beginning of Clay
Street’s transformation. The City of
Mebane is working with developers to
turn an older building into 156 unique

The renovation of Mooresville Mill
into a corporate office/retail/wholesale
led to that town’s recognition in the
Professional’s Category for Great
Transformation. The building was
purchased by Concord Global, which
first opened the 120,000 square ft.
Merinos Home Furnishings in 2011,
then added more than 100,000 square
feet of gallery spaces. In 2012, a 1.6
megawatt solar plant was installed
on the new roofs in partnership with
a third-party owner and operator.

Morehead City, Mebane, Mooresville, Winston-Salem and Lewisville are this year’s Great Places winners for their work with private-sector
partners to revitalize and improve quality of life. Photos contributed.

a collaboration of public, private and
nonprofit entities transformed the key
waterfront street to a destination that
now attracts crowds of pedestrians
frequenting restaurants, shops, fishing
and diving boats, as well as attending
festivals and other entertainment. The
changes comes just six years after many
of the storefronts were vacant.
“The younger people are wanting to
come back to downtown,” Lisa Rueh,
executive director of the Downtown
Morehead City Revitalization
Association told WNCT. “They’re

historic lofts as part of a $25 million
renovation to attract residents to the
area. The project is seen as a key to
larger downtown revitalization.
“Mebane has become a destination
and I think a lot of people enjoy what
Mebane has to offer- the shops, the
restaurants, the antique places all
contribute to the success in the City of
Mebane,” Hooks said at the ceremony.
“I’m very proud of what they do
downtown and how they represent
Mebane.”

Now, the University of North Carolina
at Charlotte purchases Renewable
Energy Credits generated by the solar
plant and leases 24,000 square feet for
solar technology research. In 2016,
Greenworks Tools opened its new,
40,000 square-foot, North American
headquarters here.
All of the awards highlight the fact
that cities and towns across the state are
working hand-in-hand with privatesector partners to transform their
communities in ways that enhance the
lives of local residents. SC
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N.C. Railroad Company
A Well-Known Neighbor of 40 Municipalities
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

B

ack in the day, we knew our
friends and foes by the side of
the tracks they were on. That
was the saying, anyway.
Far from true at the North Carolina
Railroad Company (NCRC), which
manages a 317-mile, publicly owned rail
corridor from Charlotte to Morehead
City.
“That means we’ve got 634 miles
of neighbors, because we’ve got them
on both sides of the tracks,” said John
Spencer, NCRC’s director of corridor
property.

And he said it means a lot to his
employer to keep close with every one of
them, as well as their local governments,
with partnerships key to mutual
growth and success. NCRC’s corridor
passes through 40 municipalities in 16
counties.
“One of the key things that we’ve
done is attend the League’s annual
conference,” Spencer said during
Southern City’s recent visit to NCRC’s
headquarters near downtown Raleigh.
It’s afforded the company the chance
to connect with municipal officials –
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longtime staff and newly elected alike
– to “really establish a good relationship,
like your next-door neighbor. Because
there are a lot of things we can discuss
together.”
Not the least of them: economic
development.
“In many cases, the reasons the cities
and towns are there is because they’re
along the North Carolina Railroad
line. That’s not accidental,” said Scott
Saylor, NCRC’s president. The corridor
materialized after authorization from

The N.C Railroad making its presence
known through Kannapolis and Elon. The
line passes through 40 cities and towns.
Photo credits: N.C. Railroad Company

the state
legislature in
1848, with
a former
governor,
John Motley
Morehead,
serving as
the company’s
first president.
“It was Governor
Morehead’s vision
that the Railroad
Company was created for

economic development, and that is still
the case today,” Saylor said.
NCRC, like the Green Bay Packers,
is owned by the people (of North
Carolina). With funds generated by
freight agreements, it doesn’t receive any
state appropriations. The three major
users of the railroad that drive growth in
the state are manufacturing, agriculture,
and defense.
“What we think’s important about
that is those are jobs that create other
jobs,” said Saylor. “That’s the central
idea.”
Take the Alamance County city
of Mebane, whose own official city
seal bears railroad imagery and the
established date of 1881. Saylor pointed
to NCRC’s main line, built around 1850,
that runs through the area and in 2014
received about $1 million in new NCRC
infrastructure spending (again, no tax
dollars), helping a California-based
manufacturer decide to locate along the
Mebane tracks and bring 100 jobs with
it.
Partners included the City of Mebane
and Alamance County (which helped in
the company’s financial equation), the
area of chamber of commerce, the N.C.
Department of Commerce and more.
Saylor said the project (at a site called
the N.C. Industrial Center) set up access
to additional sites as well. “So, again,
trying to create those jobs that create
other jobs,” he said. “And with that kind
of capital investment, these companies
tend to stay.”
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Municipalities that partner in such
projects often also assist with planning
and zoning needs in addition to
recruitment packages.
Spencer says the most frequent
ongoing interactions he has with
municipalities in the corridor regard
safety and land use.
“These relations are key, so we can
lend our expertise as to how they can
use our corridor as a strength in city
planning,” he said.
He pointed to the Town of Elon
for example, crediting it with a strong
20-year master plan drafted with
observance of the corridor. That plan,

An industrial site in Mebane served by rail.
An employer attracted to the site per rail
access, Cambro, brought with it 100 jobs.
Photo credit: N.C. Railroad Company

he said, concentrated on growth outside
of the rail corridor, despite the town
having two main roads inside it. “It’s a
good master plan ... because we may
need a portion of that corridor for some
(future) transportation use, whether it’s
additional freight lines, whether it has
something to do with commuter rail, or
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whether it has to do with possibly a light
rail,” Spencer explained.
He emphasized that communication
and familiarity with municipal officials
all along the corridor is “constant” for
educational purposes.
“We want to help the towns, and the
counties for that matter, understand
what type of uses are appropriate
within the corridor, but almost more
importantly what are not,” said Spencer.
But with that, NCRC wants to
show its willingness to invest in
municipalities as well. Back to the Elon
case, the company helped to construct a
pedestrian underpass for safe passage of
residents and students there – important
for the walkability spirt that so many
communities are embracing. NCRC put
in more than $1 million.
It’s currently working with the Town
of Morrisville on a similar effort.
“With the urbanization of North
Carolina and the growth in greenways in
general, we’ve had to be very proactive
in working with all of the municipalities
in trying to address this topic in the early
stages,” said Spencer. “It’s a little tricky,
but again not everyone understands,
whether from a planning perspective
or the administration of a town, the
perspective of the railroad.”
While NCRC continues its outreach,
it encourages municipal officials to get in
touch and communicate any questions
or curiosities via the contact portal at
www.ncrr.com, which also contains
staff listings, a history of the company
and special sections on economic
development and infrastructure. SC

Shelby Site of
Main Street Conference
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

H

undreds of downtown
planners and executives,
municipal officials, and
private-sector developers and
consultants descended on downtown
Shelby in mid-March for the annual
N.C. Main Street Conference. The
colder, windy weather, following
a warm February, made outdoor
activities a bit adventurous, but
inside the warm confines of the Don
Gibson Theatre, conference-goers
heard presentations on bringing
more business downtown, engaging
community members in revitalization
efforts, the economic value of
recreational trails, leveraging a
community’s uniqueness
and “localness,” and
shifting demographics.
Keynote speakers
were Kimber Lanning,
founder and executive
director of Local Arizona
First, and Knox White, mayor
of Greenville, South Carolina.
Lanning’s organization creates
innovative strategies designed to spur
economic development based on the
idea of producing goods and services
locally. In her talk to participants,
she noted that emphasizing the

Right: The Don
Gibson Theatre
in Shelby, a
comfy home for
the recent 2017
N.C. Main Street
Conference.
Below: Kimber
Lanning of Local
Arizona First.
Photo credits: City
of Shelby and Local
Arizona First

idea of localness does not mean
that all stores have to be owned and
all goods produced locally, or that
buying local has to be about high-end
goods bought only by those in
upper-income brackets.
It can be as simple as
the local grocery store,
regardless of where it is
headquartered, carrying
local produce.
She emphasized
the economic resilience
that comes from a focus on locally
produced goods and services.
Knox spoke about all the things that
go into creating a vibrant community,
from great public spaces and the
public investments that create them to
mixed uses that encourage people to

live, work and play in the same areas.
He closed his presentation quoting
Jane Jacobs, urban studies writer
and famous critic of 1960s and 70s
urban renewal efforts, who stated: “A
successful city makes the most of its
assets.”
Audrey Whetten, executive director
of the Uptown Shelby Association,
said one of the best things about
hosting the event was how it engaged
so many local people in their
downtown revitalization efforts. “We
always care about getting new people
on board with our efforts,” Whetten
said. “We had no trouble getting
volunteers. When they do this, it gives
them a sense of ownership with what
is happening in Shelby.” SC
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Talk

of our

Towns
High Point Transit
System Unveils
New Buses

H

igh Point Transit System
has begun running 14 New
Flyer XD35 buses, showing
off the new transit system logo and
look. The new models are 35 feet
long and 102 inches wide, adding
more room for passengers than the
previous 2004 Daimler Chrysler
Commercial Bus SLF fleet.
The updated buses will provide
a much smoother and more
comfortable ride, and they will seat
32 passengers and accommodate two
passengers in wheelchairs. Each bus
can also transport two bicycles on
the front-mounted rack. The buses
include technologies that allow for
increased safety and security with the
use of multiple video cameras inside
and outside of the bus, make fare
collection able to move to contactless
smart cards in addition to traditional
cash transaction and enable the
Transit System to perform detailed
ridership analyses.
These new buses replaced 14 of
the 17 in the transit system fleet.
The remaining three, one of which is

The stylish new 35-foot buses on the road in High Point. Photo credit: City of High Point

still in service and two of which are
spares if needed, are scheduled to
be replaced in 2018, 2019 and 2022.
The previously used 2004 models
required parts for repairs that had
become increasingly difficult to
procure.

Wake Forest
Power Named
2017 “Tree Line
USA” Utility

W

ake Forest Power has
been named a 2017 “Tree
Line USA” utility by the
National Arbor Day Foundation. The
award acknowledges Wake Forest
Power’s commitment to proper tree
pruning, planting and care.
This marks the third year in a row
Wake Forest Power has earned the
honor.
“Wake Forest Power’s efforts
in meeting Tree Line USA
requirements, which include training
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our workers in quality tree-care
practices and helping our customers
plant appropriate trees near utility
lines, not only helps to enhance our
urban forest, but also results in longterm operation savings,” said Wake
Forest Mayor Vivian Jones. “The fact
that we experienced very few power
outages during Hurricane Matthew
and January’s ice storm is a testament
to our tireless efforts regarding the
care of our urban forest.”
The Tree Line USA award will be
presented formally to Wake Forest
Power during Saturday’s Annual
Arbor Day Celebration at E. Carroll
Joyner Park.
Wake Forest Power conducts an
extensive year-round line-clearing
program safely trimming trees and
clearing brush from more than
140 miles of distribution lines and
keeping vegetation-free the bases
of over 1,500 distribution poles.
Tree trimming is an integral part
of complying with state and federal
laws and providing increased service
reliability to customers.

The Arbor Day Foundation gives high marks to Wake Forest Power. Photo credit: Town of Wake
Forest

City of Asheville
launches Edibles
Program

T

he City of Asheville is excited
to announce that the Office
of Sustainability has launched
the Asheville Edibles Program. The
purpose of this program is to provide
an opportunity for community
members to grow food and
pollinator plants on publicly-owned
land — goals identified in both
the Council-adopted Food Policy
Action Plan and the designation
of Asheville as the inaugural Bee
City USA. New this year, the City of
Asheville is partnering with Asheville
GreenWorks to expand Bee City and
pollinator projects. The Asheville
Edibles Program consists of three
different opportunities: Adopt-ASpot, Community Gardens, and
Urban Agriculture Leases.

Downtown
Newton Selected
to Become
Crowdfunding
Demonstration
Site

N

ewton has been selected to
become a Demonstration
Site for a new, locally
focused crowdfunding platform as
part of a research project funded by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Downtown Newton is one of four
communities recently chosen to
launch the crowdfunding platform
and demonstrate its effectiveness as
an economic development tool.
The Local Crowd, a Laramie,
Wyoming, based company, received a
Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) grant from USDA last fall to
establish the Demonstration Sites.
The Local Crowd’s platform offers
features and educational programs
designed to help rural communities

activate entrepreneurial ecosystems
and spur local investment. The
two-year USDA grant will support
the launch of 15 Demonstration
Sites, with the ultimate goal of
commercializing a new tool that
provides better access to capital for
businesses and organizations across
rural America.
The Downtown Newton
Development Association (DNDA)
will serve as the crowdfunding
platform host.
“We are very excited to be one
of only a few communities selected
nationwide to have access to this
program,” said Shannon Johnson,
the DNDA’s Main Street Program
manager. “The DNDA expects the
projects that are funded to really
have an impact on some of our
downtown businesses. Ultimately,
the DNDA would like to utilize this
type of funding as a catalyst to more
significant financial options for
downtown business growth.” SC

Newton was one of just a few cities
nationwide for the crowdfunding program.
Photo credit: Town of Newton
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Fire

continued from page 21

The League’s fire-damaged buildings are
expected to take at least 18 months to
repair.
As of this writing, the cause of the fire
had not been determined, and while
League staff may have been displaced
from workspace, the residents of the
Quorum Center and many of those in
a nearby apartment building, The Link
Apartments, remained forced from their
homes. Our colleagues in the Coates
Building with the N.C. Association of
County Commissioners also had to find
a new temporary work home.
“Fire is such a powerful force. As
our staff has discovered, its impact on

life is profound,” Meyer said. “Fire’s
dual nature as both a destroyer and a
supporter of life renders it a transformer
of people and events. The fire has made
our resolve to serve stronger, forcing us
to focus on the things that matter.”
The League staff thanks all of its
members for their help and kind
thoughts in the aftermath of the fire.
We especially thank the firefighters and
first responders who prevented the fire’s
further spread and loss of life, and the
City of Raleigh for its help in providing
the League a base of operation. And
we want to thank all League members
for their patience and understanding
as we continue through this period of
transition. SC

Trust Perpective
continued from page 30
h. High Hazard Flood
Insurance
i. Workers’ Compensation
Insurance
j. Police Department
Assessment Program
k. Employment Practices/HR
consultation
l. Other Risk Management
Services
m.Online Training Learning
Center
n. Third Party Claims
Handling Services SC

Strategic Leadership Education for
Municipal and County Elected Officials

Engaging Women in Public Service

Upcoming Leadership Training Opportunities

August 25 RALEIGH

This one-day event is designed for women interested in strengthening both their
leadership skills and professional trajectory in public service. Interactive workshops
focus on designing your bold professional future, identifying habits that limit your
success, and building your negotiation skills.
Guest Speakers:
• Rebecca Ryan, economist and futurist
• Amy Morin, bestselling author of 13 Things Mentally Strong
People Don’t Do
• Sreedhari Desai, organizational behaviorist
Elected officials are encouraged to attend with their city manager and
department heads.
To register online, visit bit.ly/EngagingWomen2017 and click “1 upcoming
offering” under the program title. To register by phone, call 919.966.4414.
For more information, contact Susan Jensen at sjensen@sog.unc.edu or
919.962.0940.

Visit lela.unc.edu for more information on these courses and more
through June 2018

JUNE 2017
Financial Fiduciary Responsibilities for Elected Officials
June 14 CARTHAGE

JULY 2017
Advanced Leadership Corps Ambassador Program
July 13–14 Chapel Hill

AUGUST 2017
Engaging Women in Public Service
August 25 RALEIGH

SEPTEMBER 2017
Development Finance Toolbox
September 19–20 CHAPEL HILL
NCLM Annual Conference
September 20–22 GREENVILLE

Scholarships are available thanks to Local Government Federal Credit Union.
Visit lela.unc.edu for an up-to-date calendar of educational programs offered through the Local Elected
Leaders Academy. To learn more, contact Donna Warner at 919.962.1575 or warner@sog.unc.edu.
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Career

Opportunities
MANAGEMENT
Town Administrator/Manager – Williamston,
(pop, 5,565) – A Certified Audubon International
Sustainable Community located along highways
US 64 and 17 on the Roanoke River just 20
minutes from the Albemarle Sound is seeking a
qualified applicant to implement the policies of a
Mayor and 5-member Board of Commissioners.
Williamston is a small rural community with
deep agricultural roots that offers citizens a
full service town focused on improving their
quality of life. Williamston is a NC Main Street
Community serving as the County seat of
Martin County and is home to the Senator Bob
Martin Eastern Agricultural Center a full service
equestrian facility that hosts over 40 equestrian
and other public events each year. Williamston is
conveniently located half-way between Raleigh
and Nags Head. The successful candidate
will provide proactive operational leadership
for a mayor-council form of government with
assistance from highly qualified and professional
department heads. Annual budget of $11$12 million with FT staff of 88. Administrator
is Budget Officer and also provides Town
Board of commissioners with information and
expertise on delivery of municipal services and
capital activities including CIP development.
Must demonstrate experience in economic
development, project management, long-range
planning, municipal finance and personnel
administration. Administrator has final authority
on personnel issues. Must possess excellent
interpersonal communication skills and work
equally well with governing board, State and
county legislatures, State and county agencies,
staff & citizens. Master’s degree with five years’
experience preferred; but related management
experience in local government or similar public
discipline may be considered. In-town residency
required. Salary commensurate with experience
and training. Competitive benefits package.
Position open until filled. Applicants who have
applied previously do not need to resubmit.
Submit personal resume, salary history and
North Carolina’s state application form to: Town
of Williamston, Administrator Search. PO Box
506 Williamston, NC 27892.

PLANNING
Planner II – Selma. Performs advanced level
professional work in planning, organizing
and performing the activities of the Planning
and Economic Development Department.
Participates in all current and long-range
community planning, administration of land
development regulations/codes, including but
not limited to, zoning, flood plain management,
watershed and storm water protection,

supervision of Code Enforcement Staff and
related activities for the Town. Work requires
professional and technical knowledge of
subject matter. Duties performed under the
administrative direction and supervision of the
Planning and Economic Development Director.
Master’s Degree in Planning or related field
and professional experience in public sector
planning; or Bachelor’s Degree in planning
and a minimum of five years’ experience as
a planner in a local government office; or
an equivalent combination of education and
experience in planning, public administration,
geography or related field which provides the
required knowledge, skills, and abilities. Salary
is DOE. Position is OUF. Application forms
are available online at www.selma-nc.com/
employment-opportunities and at Town Hall.
Submit completed and signed Town of Selma
Applications electronically to SSult@selma-nc.
com. Other forms of submission are via hand
delivery or U.S. Mail to the attention of Susan
Sult, HR Director, 114 N. Raiford Street, Selma,
NC, 27576. Town of Selma is an EEO/AA/Drug
Free Employer. SC

For more information
contact your Retirement Plans
Specialist Kimberly Stone at

919-570-8670
or toll free at
866-838-6769
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Taking the Field

From Fire, a Stronger Resolve
By Paul Meyer
NCLM Executive Director

T

he profound and ancient
symbolism around fire is not
happenstance. The control
of fire by early humans, starting
tens of thousands of years ago, was
critical in human survival. It provided
warmth, protection and a method of
cooking food. In ancient Greece and
other early societies, fire was among
the four or five classical elements
(typically listed alongside water, air
and earth) used to explain all other
substances in nature.
For thousands of years, fire has also
stood as a symbol of renewal. The
mythical bird called the Phoenix is
consumed in fire only to rise from the
ashes. Symbolically and physically,
cremation has been used in many
cultures to return a physical being to
nature. Today, fire is used as a tool
to renew nature itself, as a controlled
burn helps maintain the health of a
stand of trees. And it is used to forge
steel.
It’s also seen today as a symbol of
passion, of mission, of perseverance.
People “carry around a flame” for a
loved one, or look at a former love
as an “old flame.” One is said to have
focus and energy by having “fire in
the belly” or a “fire in one’s heart.”
Of course, fire has always had a
dual nature for humankind. The other

side of fire is that of destroyer.
Certainly, the fire that erupted
on March 16 in the unfinished
apartment building adjacent to the
League campus was responsible for
much destruction. Besides reducing
the wood-frame construction to
ashes in a matter of minutes, the
fireball created extensive damage
to the Coates Local Government
Center, housing both League
and N.C. Association of County
Commissioners staff members; the
Reynolds Building, housing League
insurance and other operations;
the Wilson Building, owned by the
League but leased to a local insurance
agent; and the nearby Quorum
Center, an apartment and office
complex that has been the home of
many League functions. Another
nearby apartment building and a
church also suffered damage.
As laid out in the accompanying
piece in this edition of Southern City,
(See The Fire and Its Aftermath, pp
19-21), the results of the downtown
Raleigh fire have meant a major
adjustment for the League staff.
That said, I firmly believe that it is
that other side of fire’s dual nature –
its role as a renewer of life – which is
prevailing at the League.
The fire came even as this
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organization was undergoing
transformation, see in the purpose
created by our strategic visioning
plan, Vision 2030, seen in the
reorganization of personnel, and
seen in the services provided to our
members.
We have fought hard to get
operations up and running to carry
out our mission. The fire has made
our resolve to serve stronger than
ever, as we have been forced to focus
more on the things that matter. As I
said the morning after the fire, as we
visited the site with piles of embers
still smoldering in the parking lot, the
fire did not change the mission and it
will not change our dedication to it.
It is painful seeing your home –
the home of North Carolina’s cities
and towns, and one built by all of
our predecessors over many years –
damaged by fire. And I thank all of
our members for their kind words
and offers of help in its aftermath.
But we will emerge from this a
stronger organization. One of the
reasons that I know this is because
I know NCLM’s members and their
commitment to making cities and
towns better places for their residents,
and doing so with the help of a
unified coalition made up of each city
and town, a League. SC
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